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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, the new algorithm named Key Factor 

Authentication and Access Control (KFAAC) is used to 

ensure the security and access control of cloud services from 

the clients. Cloud and Web services becoming more popular 

in recent days. Instead of using offline applications peoples 

intended to use online applications and services with updated 

features with recent crisis. Providing best services to the client 

is becoming a major role for cloud service providers. In the 

same time better access restriction and authentication policy 

should be preserved. This proposed system Key Factor 

Authentication and Access Control provide better access 

security for the cloud clients. It uses Key Encryption Scheme 

to validate client to ensure their uniqueness. KFA is 

implemented and tested under cloud environment and it shows 

better access control and security. 

Keywords 
Access Control, Web services, Cloud Security, DES 

encryption, privacy preserving authentication, Cloud Service 

security. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Cloud computing is hot trending, commercially gaining and 

flexible environment for providing online services for the 

Client over the Internet. The Client can register on cloud and 

access the cloud services for free or by pay per service 

manner. In cloud environment there is no need for the physical 

system implementation web servers, database servers and file 

servers can be implemented virtually [2]. There are many 

cloud services like data sharing, data storage, database storage 

and online applications are provided by some service 

providers. The consumer who are the clients are provided with 

the client side application or online account to access their 

permitted services. Web browser, mobile application and 

desktop application are some client side access to the cloud. 

The consumers are allowed to access the web services 

remotely from anywhere via the Internet services. It is the 

responsibility of the cloud service providers to provide 

flexible, secured, efficient, accurate and timely services to the 

client. 

Presently we are lies in the era of  computer. Computer is 

ruling the world. It is everywhere where we go. Also 

consumers of cloud network are becoming high [1]. There are 

3,424,971,237 of consumers using the Internet everyday 

around world. It is 46.1% of world population consuming 

Internet in their everyday use. So there are such a number of 

services accessed from the cloud everyday. The service 

providers has to preserve access control for the client access 

and should provide access only to those eligible users. A 

better access control and authentication scheme should be 

implement on the cloud network. A user should authenticate 

himself before accessing a service from the cloud [3]. The 

traditional way of authenticating client using username and 

password is no more secure due to the advanced technique of 

hackers like key logging and phishing pages attacking [22]. 

But it can also consider as one of the parameters of 

authentication [5]. Another method of recent day 

authentication is device based and application based 

authentication. The consumer is allowed to access cloud 

services only from the desired software application. The 

consumer has to authenticate himself from that software 

application as the first stage. Then the service provider will 

validate the software application by its ID. But there are many 

fake malicious applications are developed by the hackers to 

spoof the service providers and the clients. So the traditional 

attribute based authentication scheme is no more valid for 

recent malicious environment. 

So there should be implement a better authentication scheme 

for the cloud environment to validate the consumer on the 

network. The proposed system should do the following things, 

 It should authenticate the consumer to ensure 

consumer as valid client. 

 It should validate consumer access to ensure 

consumer’s access rights. 

 It should provide flexible and flawless services to 

the consumer. 

To solve those above problems this paper presents a Key 

Factor Authentication and Access Control (KFAAC). Instead 

of validating key from the consumer the KFAAC sends 

encrypted access key to the client application after validating 

the password authentication. And if the consumers application 

has the proper decryption algorithm to decrypt and use the 

access key send by the cloud, then it can able to access 

services from that could. This process is repeated for every 

new access of the services from the cloud. The proposed 

algorithm preserves consumer privacy and security [24]. This 

algorithm also provides flexible access to the consumers with 

flawless services. In addition to this the algorithm is capable 

to track consumer’s access from device, application, location, 

operating system and network type to ensure the privacy and 

security. 

The following section shows collection of related work 

relevant to our proposed scheme under cloud computing and 

other authentication schemes. 
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2. RELATED WORK 
Several review work is done on different type of 

authentication scheme used on recent days. They are discussed 

one by one. 

2.1 An Authenticated Trust and Reputation 

Calculation 
It authenticates the Cloud Service Provider and Sensor 

Network Provider [1]. It also sets attribute requirements of the 

cloud service provider and cloud service user to access the 

web. It calculates the trust and reputation regarding the service 

of cloud service provider and Sensor Network Provider 

[25][28]. It helps the Cloud Service user to choose desirable 

Cloud Service Provider by assisting the Cloud Service 

Provider selecting Sensor Network Provider. 

2.2 Smart Card Generator 
This scheme includes three phases system setup, registration 

and authentication. The Smart Card Generator first setup the 

master private key by generating a random number. And then 

computes the corresponding public key and attributes. Then it 

publishes public key and public parameters. The consumer can 

utilize the public key for accessing purpose. The service 

provider and the consumer has to register with the SCG [2]. 

The identities were sent to the service provider and the 

consumer. These identities is later verified for the access 

control. The identity based cryptosystem is used to encrypt 

and decrypt the user data over the cloud.  

 

2.3 Location-based arbitrary-subspace 

skyline queries 
This paper concentrates on Location Based Service 

authentication. Merkle Skyline R-Tree is used to process the 

queries. Partial S4-Tree is used for the authentication purposes 

[3]. Pre-fetched based approach is used to identify and 

authenticate location of the consumer. The query validation 

and revaluation is done periodically on the server. The 

authentication problem is processed using subspace and 

arbitrary processing. It enables authentication for large dataset 

and for large subspaces. But this scheme failed to extent the 

work to networking model. The skyline process may not work 

in large network environment.  

2.4 Authenticating k-nearest neighbor 
This paper studies the problems in query verification on road 

networks [4]. This paper proposes network Voronoi 

verification scheme. The Voronoi cell is considered as the 

object to verify correctness and completeness of the queries. It 

reduces verification cost on mobile user by using Improved 

Distance verification model [23]. This verification model can 

support recent features in the mobile computing network. This 

paper can extend to work on more spacial regions. It is 

capable to support only one data-owner.  

2.5 Cloud Centric Multi-level 

Authentication 
It uses hierarchical authentication scheme of IOT devices on 

cloud network. It improves scalability on safety responsibility. 

It offloads continuous authentication and lightweight 

implementation [5]. It enables two level authentication on 

wireless sensor networks. This enables easier mobility 

management over the network. Elliptic Curve Cryptography is 

used for key encryption scheme [19]. Elliptic Curve Diffie 

Hellman  algorithm is used for key exchange. Elliptic  Curve 

Cryptography Digital Signature is used for digital signature 

generation. It is used for authenticating secret messages over 

the network.  

2.6 Public Integrity Auditing for Cloud 

Sharing 
It supports multi-user data sharing and modifications over the 

cloud. The protocol is very secured to implement and working 

[6][14]. But it fails to prove soundness and semantics of the 

implementing formula [26]. It revokes the client if not valid 

via third party auditing.  

2.7 Anonymous and authentic data sharing 

system 
It allows data-owner to authenticate anonymously and put into 

cloud storage for analysis. It is scalable for certificate 

verification for public key infrastructure [8]. It eliminates 

certificate based key verification using ID based ring 

structure. The secret key of the user and the digital signature 

that generated previously treated as an individual terms. This 

process eliminated data-owner re-authentication for every 

data. This scheme proves security pattern in low cost scheme. 

2.8 Decentralized access control scheme 
It supports anonymous authentication in cloud network. 

Without knowing the user identity the cloud authenticates the 

user data. It also provide access control which only valid user 

can decrypt and store data [9][15]. This scheme prevents the 

cloud from the reply attacks. This scheme is decentralized and 

robust. It supports communication, computation and proper 

storage. 

2.9 Public Audibility and Data Dynamics 
This paper achieves public auditing and Dynamic data 

processing [10]. It first verifies difficulties and potential 

security in doing this. Classic merkle hash tree construction is 

used for authenticating data on cloud [16]. Bilinear aggregate 

signature is used for multiple auditing. Third party auditing 

tool is used for multiple auditing simultaneously [17]. This 

system is highly secure and provable. 

2.10 Object Centered Approach 
It process the logging mechanism also with user policies and 

services [18]. Dynamic and traveling object is created for 

triggering access control and authentication that performed 

automatically on local [11]. This method proves efficiency 

and effectiveness of the system. 

2.11 Role Based Cascaded Delegation 
It supports simple and effective authority delegation over the 

servers on the cloud [12]. It enables user to create delegation 

rules based on his collaboration. This delegation role is 

verified by the administrative role [21]. The aggregated 

signature is used for authentication based on delegation rule.  

2.12 k -times Attribute-Based 

Anonymous Access Control 
Used to authenticate user anonymously on the cloud [13]. The 

cloud only knows about the attributes of the user not the ID of 

the user. These attributes are set with some limits and it is 

used to limit the users from some access. This scheme is 

proved as the practical one. 
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3. SYSTEM MODEL 

3.1 Preliminaries 
In this section the notations and parameters used in the paper 

is discussed. 

UI – User ID 

UI is provided for the client to authenticate himself as a valid 

user to the cloud. Every client is provided with the unique UI. 

UI in our proposed scheme is mention by 64 bits to 128 bits 

value which is registered by the user. The UI is mostly be the 

email id given by the user while on registration.  

UP – User Password 

UP is also an another parameter given by the client on 

registration maintained by the authentication server (AS) [14]. 

UP also vary from 64 bits to 128 bits based on client input.  

AS – Authentication Server 

AS is implemented in the cloud environment to authenticate 

the client in cloud and to provide him the user attribute. AS 

receives UI and UP from a client and authenticate the client. 

SP – Service provider 

SP is the one provides service for the client via the cloud. It 

verifies the client access to the services and then provides 

respective services to the client.  

UA – User Attribute 

UA is provided by the authentication server which is 

temporary for the client until the session expires. Unique UA 

is given to the client after the primary authentication. The UA 

is the 64 bits random string generated by the AS. 

AA – Access Attribute 

AA is provided by the SP to the client to access the web 

services. It is used to ensure that which service the client 

wanted to access. 

KA – Key Attribute 

KA is provided along with the AA to decrypt the file and 

access it. This attribute helps the client to access an service or 

file and decrypt it as per client use. 

SK – Session Key 

Session Key is to validate user access for particular service on 

the cloud. This attribute is provided for each and every service 

that can be accessed by the client. 

KF – Key Factor 

This is the encrypted key set provided to the client by the SP 

to validate the client and the access. The Key factor is the 

combination of UA, AA and KA. 

 

 

Fig 1: Key Factor format 

Fig 1. shows the Key Factor used to send to the client. Total 

key size is 192 bits. First 64 bits of key represents User 

Attribute. Second 64 bits represents Access Attribute and 

Final 64 bits shows the Key Attribute. 

The following table 1 shows the symbol and its definition 

Table 1: Symbol and definition 

Symbol Definition 

UI User ID 

UP User Password 

AS Authentication Server 

SP Service Provider 

UA User Attribute 

AA Access Attribute 

KA Key Attribute 

SK Session Key 

KF Key Factor 

KFAAC Key Factor Authentication and 

Access Control 

HDD Hard Disk Drive 

IDE Integrated Development Environment 

3.2 Proposed Model 
The proposed model is name as the Key Factor Authentication 

and Access Control (KFAAC). With this proposed model the 

following features of the cloud can be improved or satisfied. 

Authenticity: The Cloud should be properly authenticate the 

user to ensure whether the incoming client is valid user or not. 

The cloud server should not allow the invalid user inside the 

network. The authentication should be simple and not time 

consuming. 

Accessibility: The Cloud should also capable of controlling 

access of users even though the client is the valid client. As 

the cloud is deserved as the pay per access or pay per service 

manner. The services are reserved for the particular clients 

only. A Client is limit to his access. This limitation should be 

verified every time of access. 

Description: 

The proposed model consisting of Client, Cloud Server, 

Service Provider Cloud and Authentication server. Initially a 

Client should register himself on the Cloud access his/her 

services from the cloud. On initial registration an access id 

and user id (UI) is provided to the client.  

Algorithm:Client Authentication 

while true: 

start server 

get user_credentials 

generate UI 

store user_credentials,UI to DB 

send UI to client 

wait for new_client 

resume  
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Fig 2: Client Registration on Cloud 

Algorithm: Client Authentication 

while true: 

wait for authentication 

get UI from client 

get password from client 

get db_password for UI 

if db_password = password: 

generate session_key 

send session_key 

else 

invalidate_client 

 

The next step of the client is to authenticate himself to enter 

into the cloud environment. To do so the client has to 

connected to the Authentication server from the cloud 

network. Then the client has to submit his/her user id and the 

password to the authentication server. The authentication 

server verifies the user id and the password and generates 

temporary session key for that particular client. Then the 

client receives the session key from the authentication server 

to continues his/her session. The session key will not be 

provided for the invalid authentication of client. 

 

Fig 3: Client Authentication on Server 

In addition to the authentication process the Authentication 

server also verifies the client additional details like location, 

IP address, Hardware Address, Browser name, Operating 

System time and Time of usage. These credentials are used for 

the future verification of the client to ensure him/herself as the 

valid client.  

Algorithm: Client Access Validation 

while true: 

get UI and session_key 

get_all UI list 

for id in UI_list 

if id=UI 

generate access_key 

send access_key 

else 

ommit client 

end for 

The next of the process is to validate access of the client. The 

client must connect to the access server next. Then the client 

should bind its user id and session key and sent it to the 

Access Server. The Access Server validates the client’s user id 

and the session id and then generates the access id for the 

valid client. And sends that access id to the client. Using this 

access id the client can request for services from the service 

provider.  
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Fig 4:  Client Access Verification on Cloud 

Algorithm: Key Factor Authentication thread_1 

while true: 

get request 

parse request 

parameters[]← extract_parameter(request) 

for value in parameters: 

get access_key 

end for 

if access_key is valid 

generate access_id 

generate key_factor 

key_factor← user_id+access_id+key_id 

encrypt key_factor with access_key 

send key_factor 

else 

reject access 

Algorithm: Key Factor Authentication thread_2 

while true: 

get access_request 

parse access_request 

extract access_id 

validate access_id 

if access_id=server_access_id 

provide access_id 

else 

discard_user_id 

From the previous step the client will be having the access key 

to access the service provider. The service provider has to 

verify the access of the client to the server. The client must 

send his/her access key to the service provider. Using this 

access key the service provider generate and encrypt the key 

factor for the client. Then encrypts the key factor using the 

access key of the client. Then the encrypted key factor is sent 

to the client. Only the valid client can decrypt the key factor 

and extract the access id from the key factor. Then using this 

access id the client can request for the web service. The 

service provider validates the access id, user id and session id 

of the client to provide the service from the cloud.  

 

Fig 5: key factor authentication for client 

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

4.1 Experimental Setup 
The experimental environment is set under Windows 7 

Ultimate Operating System. JDK 1.8 is used as the 

development platform. We use Netbeans 8.1 IDE to develop 

experimental applications. We developed three web 

application which can communicate with each other using 

common database. These servers are developed using Servlet 

and JSP code and implemented using Tomcat server. The 

server are authentication server, Access Server and Service 

provider. All three servers are implemented in deferent PC of 

following configurations. The server PC has Intel Dual Core 

processor with 4 GB of RAM memory with 250 GB internal 

HDD. The PCs are connected as a local LAN network with 

the backbone of ADSL Router. The network is with the speed 

of 100MBPS.  

Experimental Result 

All three servers are deployed one by one on the LAN 

network to form a sample cloud environment. For testing 
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purpose 200 client accounts is created for the cloud server. 

Every client account has its desired unique id and access 

rights. Clients are asked to access the web-services from the 

cloud. The authentication server is capable to authenticate all 

the clients at a time with this limited RAM and network. The 

user authentication is done by server accurately for every 

authentication request. The Access server performed well in 

generating access key for authenticated clients.  The client 

access control is perfected with the user of key factor 

authentication. So there can’t be any unauthenticated access 

on the cloud is 0% possible only. 

This scheme is suitable for distributed cloud computing 

environment. It supports anonymity and user privacy. Existing 

systems are vulnerable to reply attacks but in proposed 

scheme reply attacks is not possible to perform. The proposed 

scheme is also prone to synchronization problems. Our 

proposed algorithm is also secured against the forgery 

problems [20]. An attacker may use password guessing attacks 

but cannot access the services without the valid access key.  

Table 2 shows the Comparison of two and key factors 

Feautures Two Factor 

Authentication 

Key Factor 

Authentication 

Resistance to reply 

attack 

Yes Yes 

Preserve User 

Anonymity 

No Yes 

User Traceability Yes Yes 

Preventing Password 

Attacks 

No Yes 

Synchronization 

problem prevention 

No Yes 

Forgery Attack 

prevention 

Yes Yes 

Suitable for All Service 

Providers 

No Yes 

Able to control 

mutisession 

No Yes 

Preserve Access 

Security 

No Yes 

Service Continuety Yes Yes 

Servce Switching No Yes 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
The proposed scheme is used to authenticate and access the 

client on the distributed cloud computing environment. This 

scheme allows the client to access services from various 

service provider on the cloud in secured way. It provides 

privacy for both the service provider and the client and also 

the cloud environment. The proposed scheme authenticates 

the client using the Key Factor authentication scheme. It 

validates the user session, access key and the provides the 

service only if the client can able to decode the access id 

provided by the access server. The scheme provides user 

anonymity, service security, secured accessibility and flawless 

services. Security analysis shows that the proposed scheme 

can withstand major security challenges.  

 

 

 

6. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
Implementation can to modified for maintain individuality of 

the client on the network. The authentication process can be 

skipped by ensuring the security. But the temporary client 

who has no account can also consume the pay per use service 

in s secured accessible way. The security can be improved on 

DOS attacks which may cause the authentication process 

slower on the network. Algorithm on key generation can be 

improved for the future needs. Implementing Triple DES may 

improve the security challenges of providing services to the 

malicious valid client. 
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